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Thank you for pIckInG up our SprInG/Summer  

handmade BaThroomS Brochure for 2013.

If like us, you get that spring resolve to renew, refresh or de-clutter 

your home, then revitalizing your bathroom is a gloriously simple and 

effective way of bringing a breath of fresh air into your house. 

Bathrooms that bristle with natural materials and whose overall palette 

is earthy, restful and neutral are infinitely more restful and energising. 

They maximise the light, take their beauty from nature and resonate 

more with each season so that you have a versatile, fresh space where 

you can really kick back.

our range of chichester Bathrooms not only fit any small loft or large 

townhouse, but we love how natural and laid back the design is while 

still being classic and sophisticated. With the introduction of our new 

counter top washstand alongside our expanding range of beautiful 

accessories your bathroom will be the only place you’ll want to be, 

except the rest of the family might feel the same!

Please see our other brochures too!
Kitchen, Interior, Garden & Accessories

You can view all of our brochures online at neptune.com

Like us on Facebook and keep up to date with the latest  
news, competitions and offers.
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COUNTERTOP WASHSTANDS
UNDERMOUNT WASHSTANDS
FITTED WASHSTANDS
WALL MOUNTED CABINETS

Chichester

The chIcheSTer BaThroom haS Been on our draWInG 

board for some time and a lot of careful consideration has gone into 

its making. The bathroom in any home is a much used space and we 

have thought long and hard about the practicalities and requirements 

when considering our designs. as a result of this, we have put together 

a collection in a range of designs and to suit almost any space. 

firstly, our free-standing pieces are available in several sizes and come 

in undermount and countertop versions. all of our washstands come 

complete with ceramic bowls. With our cleverly designed fitted cabinets 

the possibilities are endless. you can combine our basin and drawer 

bases to suit your needs and don’t forget our open curved cabinets on 

the end: we love these as they provide much needed storage without 

needing extra space for opening doors.

for the walls there are a number of choices. We have designed both a 

solid and an open wall cabinet depending on whether you choose to 

display your beauty treatments or hide the clutter. mirror panels are 

also reversible to allow for extra customisation. 

To complete the look we have included a stunning collection of 

accessories from our very own chichester mirrors, taps and Somerton 

Willow Baskets to Lefroy Brooks and perrin & rowe taps. 
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our oak countertop Washstands are designed to take a countertop 

washbowl, perfect for creating that minimalist feel in your bathroom. 

The appeal of countertop washstands has grown in recent years with 

many preferring a more natural freestanding look. 

our oak tops have been coated with our very own Isoguard treatment 

to ensure they are sealed and protected from the daily deluge of 

moisture. IsoGuard™ is a unique product that is designed to penetrate 

the timber surface and bond with each wood fibre at a molecular level. 

The advantages of this are that your surface is thoroughly protected and 

the character of the wood is retained as there is no surface build up. as 

IsoGuard™ does not like to bond to itself, any repair is wonderfully simple 

as a second treatment will only react to the unprotected wood affected by 

the damage.

 
Above & Left
Countertop Basins are the latest chic and modern look for 
the bathroom and we have incorporated their unique style 
with our own to offer you a classic yet contemporary look 
suitable for any bathroom space.

aS you WouLd expecT from any nepTune producT,  

every one of our bathroom pieces is constructed to the highest 

quality using only the finest craftsmanship and materials.

using a mortice and tenon jointing system, these pieces are built 

to withstand your day to day requirements while retaining their 

grand appeal for years.

prefer your own unique look? ...choose from one of our twenty-

eight paint colours to suit your own style and finish with one of 

our many handles to complete your bespoke look.

Available in 4 sizes, the 640mm, 850mm & 1220 Open and the 1240mm.

Countertop  
Washstands 

 Neat cut out drawer that allows for 
pipework while still providing storage

 Includes beautiful countertop basin to 
compliment the freestanding design

 Soft close drawer runners

Why choose me?
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Above & Left
For pure luxury choose our Undermount 
Washstand with Italian Carrara Marble top.

undermounT WaShSTandS offer maSSIve 

storage potential as well as plenty of space around 

the basin for those everyday essentials. The practical 

marble surface keeps your bathroom looking 

stunning and clean with minimal effort. our 

cabinets include drawers which have been specially 

customised to allow for the basin pipe work and 

both doors include an oak door rack for additional 

storage. all shelves are adjustable using our beautiful 

zig-zag system allowing you total f lexibility. 

each washstand is fitted with a stunning Italian 

carrara marble top pre-drilled with three holes, 

perfect for installing a classic Lefroy Brooks 

taps or your own preferred choice of brassware. 

Available in 4 sizes, 640mm, 960mm Curved, 1240mm door and 1240 drawer.

Undermount 
Washstands 

 Marble top with rounded edges provides 
a smooth and safe finish

 Neat cut out drawer that allows for 
pipework while still providing storage

 Includes undermount basin

Why choose me?
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Above & Right
Our bathroom cabinets provide excellent storage, 
with cleverly designed drawers and doors to 
maximise space and accommodate fixtures.
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Right
As there is no requirement for space to open doors, you can fit this combination almost flush 
to your bath or door and not lose any of the much needed storage space. This assembly 
includes a pair of open curved cabinets and a large 2 door base cabinet offering yet more 
storage. With neat oak door racks, there is enough storage for just about everything.

fITTed caBIneTS

We absolutely love these cabinets; not only do 

they look stunning and give an opulent feel to 

any space but their design is uniquely practical. 

fitted with our stunning Italian carrara 

marble top with three pre-drilled holes just 

perfect for our new neptune Tap. This really 

gives your bathroom a luxurious feel.

and whatever your colour scheme, complete 

the look with a matching chichester mirror 

and a few choice neptune accessories!

Practical, neat and perfect for when space is at a premium, our 
curved cabinets will look fabulous in any bathroom area.

Fitted Cabinets 
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WhaTever The SIze of your BaThroom Space, from 

small urban flat to large house, the flexibility of our bathroom 

cabinets is such that you can find a design that will both suit your 

needs and create a fantastic looking functional bathroom.

The principle behind our bathrooms is that you can achieve a 

bespoke look from our carefully designed selection of small to 

large cabinets. This is because none of our cabinets conform to the 

traditional mass-market standard sizes. each cabinet is designed 

to look superb in its own right, as well as harmonise perfectly with 

all adjacent cabinets. 

So when designing your own Bathroom we suggest you place the 

principle items first, such as the bath and loo. Then place your 

washstand and, if space allows, mirror  additional cabinets from 

this centrepiece. This produces a wonderfully balanced look. 

Wall cabinets do not need to line up with the base cabinets below 

but should simply mirror horizontally from the same focal point. 

once complete you will have your own unique bespoke bathroom.

If you would like any help with this, our neptune retail partners 

are experts in our new bathroom collection.

A luxurious 
space just 
for you...

A few simple 
steps to your 
new beautiful 
bathroom
1

2

3

4

Apply the finishing touches5

Arrange a visit from your local Neptune 
Bathroom retailer

Confirm the design, making sure all 
measurements are accurate 

Take delivery of your Pre-Built cabinets

Go ahead and install – our cabinets are 
designed to make installation a simple 
process. If you prefer, our Premier  
Partners have expert fitter teams who 
can do this for you.

Stand back and admire6
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Please note that 
to get an accurate 

representation of our 
colours, you should 

order a sample tin of 
your choice of colour.

Original Colours
paint is one of the most transformative 

tools available to anyone decorating a 

home. a cleverly thought out colour 

scheme can change the very architec-

ture of a room and or the style of a 

piece of furniture. 

We have designed a range of 28 colours 

divided into seven tonal areas to make 

it easy for you to choose your favourite. 

all are designed to harmonise together 

perfectly, and look beautiful whatever 

piece of furniture you paint. 

our paints are eco-

logical, water based and 

technically very easy to 

use. They are available 

in two finishes, original 

emulsion for walls and 

original eggshell for doors, skirting 

and furniture. Their high performance 

and durability means that if any sticky 

fingers make it on to the walls or 

cabinets, you can simply rub them off 

with a microfiber cloth. 

We would recommend you purchase 

a sample pot prior to making your 

decision as colours can change in 

different settings.

In order to customise your piece of 

furniture to your own style we offer the 

option of a final hand painting service 

in one of our unique paint colours. add 

your own choice of handle and you will 

have your own distinctive piece. any 

of our standard Limestone finished 

pieces can have this option.  Simply 

check which service is applicable to 

the piece you have selected and choose 

the colour of your choice.  

We will do the rest.

first we prepare each 

piece by removing all 

the hardware.  Then we 

lightly rub down your 

piece with 180 grit paper to ensure a 

perfectly keyed surface.  Then we mask 

the parts that do not require painting.  

now we will set about painting, with 

fine brushstrokes following the grain 

of the wood.  The colour is built up 

until we are satisfied.  once completely 

dry we reassemble your furniture, 

check it and carefully pack for onward 

delivery to you.  your choice of paint is 

included in the service charge.

HAND PAINTING SERvICE

Paint available to buy in:

Fossil

Earth Calico PeatLimestone Cotswold

Timber Silver Birch Driftwood Grey Oak Fine Mahogany

Nordic Snow Powder Blue Alpine Aqua Blue

Smoke Mist Fog Smoke Charcoal

Spice Salt Pink Peppercorn Paprika Juniper

Plant Lily French Grey Moss Cactus

Old Chalk Dove Grey Honed Slate Lead Light
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Handles, Hinges
& Catches 

our BeauTIfuL ranGe of handLeS and hInGeS 

are the perfect way to give your cabinets a distinct and 

individual feel. our free-standing furniture is delivered with 

the standard selection of handles from that collection, so in 

the case of chichester, we supply both the medium chrome 

and medium oak handle so you can instantly adjust the look.

But why not try creating your own style? from a large oak, to a 

small chrome or antique drop handle, there is a thoroughly 

modern or traditionally stylish size, finish and shape that can 

transform your look from contemporary to classical. once you 

get started you might want to look at the range of paint colours 

too. There is a beautiful palette for every look and lifestyle.

Magnetic Catches
Chrome, 23x35x19mm : CATK-CHR-001
Antique Bronze, 23x35x19mm : CATK-BRA-001
Our magnetic catches are standard on Suffolk and Henley 
cabinets, Suffolk being fitted with Chrome and Henley 
with Antique Bronze. Should you wish to change the 
look you can purchase and fit either of these magnetic 
catches providing you have magnets already built into 
the cabinet doors.

Hinges
Chrome, 64x34mm : HINK-CHR-001
Antique Bronze, 64x34mm : HINK-BRA-001
All our collections come with Chrome hinges as standard 
with the exception of Henley which is supplied with 
Antique Bronze as standard.  Again, should you wish 
to change the look of your cabinets you can do this by 
purchasing and fitting one of our alternatives hinges.

Chichester Small Oak Knob

HANK-OAK-006

Chichester Medium Oak Knob

HANK-OAK-007

Chichester Large Oak Knob

HANK-OAK-008

Chichester Small Antique Oak Knob

CHIA-HAN-OAS

Chichester Medium Antique Oak Knob

CHIA-HAN-OAM

Chichester Large Antique Oak Knob

CHIA-HAN-OAL

Suffolk Medium Seasoned Oak Knob

SUFA-HAN-OSM

28mm 39mm

28mm 39mm

36mm 46mm

41mm 55mm

36mm 46mm

28mm 36mm

41mm 55mm

Chichester Small Chrome Knob

CHI-ACC-KNO-CHR-S

Chichester Medium Chrome Knob

CHI-ACC-KNO-CHR-M

Chichester Large Chrome Knob

CHI-ACC-KNO-CHR-L

Suffolk Small Chrome Button Knob

HANK-CHR-002

Suffolk Medium Chrome Button Knob

HANK-CHR-003

Vivaldi Brushed Stainless Steel Knob

HANK-KNO-SS

Chichester Chrome Cup Handle

CHI-ACC-C/H-CHR

19mm 25mm

19mm 25mm

31mm 32mm

23mm 30mm

37mm 38mm

21mm 100mm

40mm

30mm 29mm 32vmm

837mm

32mm

537mm

32mm
387mm

32mm

237mm

17mm 132mm

25mm 26mm

31mm 40mm

32mm
188mm

Henley Antique Brass Drop Handle

HANK-PUL-001

Vivaldi Brushed Stainless Steel Bar 188mm

HANK-BAR-188

Vivaldi Brushed Stainless Steel Bar 237mm

HANK-BAR-237

Vivaldi Brushed Stainless Steel Bar 387mm

HANK-BAR-387

Vivaldi Brushed Stainless Steel Bar 537mm

HANK-BAR-537

Vivaldi Brushed Stainless Steel Bar 837mm

HANK-BAR-837

Larsson Antique Brass Knob

HANK-LAR-001

Henley Antique Brass Knob

HANK-KNO-008

30mm 50mm

Henley Antique Brass Elliptical Handle

HANK-ELI-005
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Sealed With 
Confidence

caBIneT fLuSh/off-SeTTInG

a key feature of a neptune bathroom is the off-set system. We really like this because 

it enhances the feeling that your bathroom is a fully customised design. These features 

draw the eye and create a stunning effect. you can also use the off-set system for 

practical installation and design reasons. for example, when you find a cabinet run 

where you are tight on space, you can use off-sets to shorten the run a little. When you 

get to the end of a run, if your wall is not 100% vertical you can scribe away the off-set 

element of the stile as required.

About Your Vanity Tops:

Countertop Washstands come treated with IsoGuard™ Natural Oak

Undermount Cabinets have a Carrara Marble surface as an option

Fitted Cabinets require your own choice of a custom top

Off-set Cabinets 

ISoGuard™ TreaTmenT oIL is 

a technology we developed, with a 

specific desire to find a natural finish 

for oak furniture. There was nothing 

on the market that gave a high per-

formance, didn’t stain or leave an oily 

residue. It was the kind of challenge 

we like. We found the solution in an 

unlikely place. on the deck of a boat. 

using the advanced nanotechnology 

research undertaken by the sailing 

industry we developed a product that 

could actually penetrate deeply into 

the oak. This meant there was no 

residual layer left on the surface as it 

protected each individual molecule 

of the timber. What’s more, it is 

extremely easy to use. Simply apply 

the light oil to the surface of your 

wood, allow to penetrate and then 

wipe off the excess. 

 If the wood gets knocked, damaged or 

worn, apply the oil to the exposed area 

and it will react with the new timber to 

create a new protective seal.

 Protects wood against most accidents, 

including spillages of water, tea, coffee, 

wine, fizzy drinks, vinegar, olive oil, milk 

and lemon juice.

 Just remember that it does need some 

time to really perform, so allow at least 

seven days until you start using the 

timber. After 28 days your surface is highly 

protected.

 One tin goes a very long way so it really is  

excellent value.
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Specifications
noW ThaT We have TempTed you, pLeaSe Take care To 

check the specifications. In particular you will need to be sure that your 

chosen items will fit the space you have available. It is important to remember 

that every one of our cabinets is hand made, so measurements and finishes 

may vary a very small amount. please do not attempt to fit to the millime-

tre!  It is important to stress that our furniture is undergoing a continuous 

process of improvement which may lead to changes in final specification. 

If in any doubt, please check with one of our retail partners.
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Wall

void void

Plan view Plan view

Wall cabinets & countertop Washstands explained undermount Washstands explained

Wall

450mm
555mm

Depth 555mm including 40mm 
void and 20mm vanity Top/Skirting

Height 870mm including 
30mm vanity Top

Bottom drawer
drawer appears as two but opens 
as one to allow extra height for 
storing those taller bottles.

Depth 450mm including 
40mm void

Height 725mm
(885mm including basin)

Basin
height 160mm

Basin
all cabinets include 
ceramic basins.

Carrara Marble 
optional vanity surface for Undermount 
Washstands. Or choose your own 
custom surface.

Depth 125mm

Depth inc. cornice
175mm

Width 430mm

Width inc. cornice 500mm

Height 700mm

Reversible Front Panel
can be either a mirror or a painted door.

Depth :
Base cabinets are set at 450mm 
from the wall.

Height :
Base cabinets are 885mm tall 
including basin. 

Depth :
Base cabinets are set at 555mm 
from the wall including 40mm 
void.

Height :
Base cabinets are set 870mm tall 
including 30mm work surface.

Marble splashback 
height 100mm

Wall cabinet

countertop Washstand

undermount Washstand

40mm
40mm
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Wall

346mm

535mm

870mm

100mm

346mm

Plan view

Wall

void void

535mm 515mm
515mm
Cabinet depth 
exc. Skirting

555mm 
inc. Skirting

40mm 40mm

Depth :
Base cabinets are set at 535mm 
from the wall.

Height :
Base cabinets are set 870mm tall 
including 30mm work surface.

void :
void can be increased if necessary 
as end panels are supplied 
oversize. 
Note: This may also effect the 
counter depth. Plan view

Cabinet Cabinet Cabinet

Fitted cabinet depth
535mm including 40mm void

Fitted cabinet 
height 870mm

Marble splashback 
height 100mm

40mm void

Basin
all cabinets include 
ceramic basins.

Solid Skirting
choose between solid skirting or 
cut out with kick board behind, for 
a personalised finishing touch.

Depth 535mm including 40mm void

Base cabinet 
height 840mm including legs

Cabinet ‘ears’
At the back of each cabinet there are 
20mm ‘ears’ that project out to the rear.  
This allows for a robust construction 
process.  These ‘ears’ are removable 
where you have services that require 
extra space.

Basin Pipe Outlet
40mm void for pipes 

Stainless Steel wall fixing brackets

Adjustable feet
Chrome feet are easily adjusted by 
screwing with an allen key from inside 
the cabinet. Built to last as long as the 
bathroom and carry any load.

Kick board cut-out
Cut out section so you can fit 
a run of kick board.

Run of Cabinets

side profile

fitted cabinets explained
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d d

c

e
f

 a b c b d
e

f
g

 a b c b c b d
e

f

a 600 Sink Door Cabinet x2 (includes ceramic basins)
b 375 Drawer Base Cabinet
c Custom vanity Top
d End Panel x2
e 3m Skirting Board Cut To Template
f Kick Board

Dimensions : W1575mm H840mm D515mm

a 346 Curved Open Cabinet - Left
b 600 Sink Drawer Cabinet x2
c 375 Drawer Cabinet
d 346 Curved Open Cabinet - Right
e Custom vanity Top
f 3m Skirting Board Cut To Template
g Kick Board

Dimensions : W2267mm H840mm D515mm

a 346 Curved Door Cabinet - Left
b 375 Drawer Cabinet x3
c 600 Sink Door Cabinet x2
d 346 Curved Door Cabinet - Right
e Custom vanity Top
f 3m Skirting Board

Dimensions : W3017mm H840mm D515mm

combination 1: three pieces – medium 

combination 2: five pieces – large

combination 3: seven pieces – grand

With two sinks and central drawer cabinet this com-

bination offers a compact solution to your perfect 

bathroom design. With flat end panels this option is 

suitable for a smaller bathroom.

If you require more space to perform your morning 

routine and store your necessary lotions and tonics, 

then look no further. With open shelves at either end 

and elegant skirting on the base, you will certainly 

feel revived and invigorated as you prepare yourself 

for the day ahead.

This combination requires that you have the space 

and consider the bathroom to be one of the most 

important areas of the house! With the luxury of 

seven pieces you will have all the storage you and your 

partner could ever desire. 

all of the cabinets in these examples could be off-set to make a distinguishing 

feature and break up the run of cabinets into something more palatial.

chichester Bathroom fitted cabinets are designed to make the most of your available space.  
These examples demonstrate how they can be arranged to make a fully customised feature.

fitted cabinet combinations
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840mm

1240mm
555mm

640 Countertop
Washstand

CHIBA-WST-0640-2D
Fully adjustable shelving in large base 
cabinet.

1240 Countertop
Washstand

CHIBA-WST-1240-4D
Fully adjustable shelving in large base 
cabinets.

850 Countertop
Washstand

CHIBA-WST-0850-1DW

1220 Countertop
Washstand

CHIBA-WST-1220-1DW
Includes luxurious square basin.

725mm

640mm
450mm

200mm

725mm

1240mm450mm

200mm

725mm

850mm
450mm

200mm

725mm

1220mm
450mm

160mm

undermount Washstands

640 Undermount
Washstand

CHIBA-WSU-0640-2D
Fully adjustable shelving.

1240 Undermount
Double Door Washstand

CHIBA-WSU-1240-4D
Fully adjustable shelving in large base 
cabinets.

960 Undermount
Curved Washstand

CHIBA-WSU-0960-2DC
Fantastic curved drawers and base cabinets 
providing ample storage. Bottom drawer 
appears as two but opens as one for extra 
height storage.

1240 Undermount
Double Drawer Washstand

CHIBA-WSU-1240-4DW
Soft close drawer runners.

840mm

640mm

555mm

840mm

1240mm
555mm

840mm

960mm
555mm

30mm

100mm

555mm
640mm

100mm
30mm

555mm
960mm

100mm
30mm

555mm
1240mm

640 Carrara Marble
vanity Top

BAT-TOP-0640-MAR

960 Carrara Marble
vanity Top

BAT-TOP-0960-MAR

1240 Carrara Marble
vanity Top

BAT-TOP-1240-MAR

countertop Washstands

- oak finished in natural isoguard™
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fitted base cabinets and Washstands

346 Curved Door
Cabinet

CHIBA-BAS-0346-1DC-L/R
Painted door racks for extra storage.

346 Curved Open
Washstand

CHIBA-BAS-0346-OL/R
End Panel and Skirting included with 
adjustable legs.

600 Sink Drawer Base
Cabinet

CHIBA-BAS-0600-2DW
Includes undermount basin and adjustable 
legs. Drawers shaped to allow for pipework 
and bottom two drawers open as one to 
allow for extra height storage.

375 Drawer Base
Cabinet

CHIBA-BAS-0375-3DW
Adjustable legs and integral cabinet 
bolting system. Bottom two drawers open 
as one to allow for extra height storage.

840mm

346mm515mm

(left & right)

840mm

346mm515mm

(left & right)

840mm

375mm
515mm

840mm

600mm
515mm

840mm

12mm 565mm

100mm 2000mm

End Panel
CHIBA-BAS-EP

Kick Board
CHIBA-BAS-KB

100mm 3000mm

3m Skirting Board
CHIBA-SKT-3000

SkIrTInG Board & kIck Board expLaIned

We provide the template for the cutting out of a skirting 

board. This allows you to create the perfect length of 

skirting for your custom bathroom cabinets. When you cut 

out the skirting board you can put a kick board behind it 

to finish off the underneath of the cabinet, or you can leave 

it open.

alternatively you can have a solid run of skirting board 

along the base, which will close the space underneath the 

cabinets.

Wall cabinets & mirrors

700mm
700mm(left & right)

430mm

500mm 175mm

140mm
430mm

500mm 175mm

140mm

500 Solid Wall
Cabinet - Left & Right

CHIBA-WAL-0500-1DS-L/R
Reversible Door Panel – Mirrored one side, 
Old Chalk The other. Fully adjustable glass 
shelves and built in lighting with mirrored 
back panel.

500 Open Wall
Cabinet 

CHIBA-WAL-0500-OPN
Fully adjustable glass shelves with mirrored 
back panel.

82cm

56cm
detail of 
mirror

Chichester
56x82cm Mirror

CHI-MIR-56X82- LS /OC

Perfect size for a bathroom or cloakroom.

124cm

82cm
detail of 
mirror

Chichester
82x124cm Mirror

CHI-MIR-82X124- LS /OC

This mirror will make your bathroom 
look bigger.

154cm

56cm
detail of 
mirror

Chichester
56x154cm Mirror

CHI-MIR-56X154- LS /OC

This mirror will look fabulous over  
a washstand.

154cm

100cm detail of 
mirror

Chichester
100x154cm Mirror

CHI-MIR-100X154- LS /OC

You’ll look great in front of this head  
to toe mirror.

Colour Codes : LS 
 
- Limestone / OC

 
- Old Chalk

80cm

55cm
detail of 
mirror

Versailles
55x80cm Mirror

vER-MIR-055x080
Chic all mirror design with multiple angles.

95cm

75cm
detail of 
mirror

Versailles
82x124cm Mirror

vER-MIR-095x075
Chic all mirror design with multiple angles.

600 Sink Door Base
Cabinet

CHIBA-BAS-0600-2D
Includes undermount basin, door racks for 
extra storage and adjustable legs. Bottom 
two drawers open as one to allow for extra 
height storage.

840mm

600mm

515mm
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100mm

180mm
225mm

88mm

180 mm
140mm

88mm

180 mm
140mm

370mm

230mm
170mm

Perrin & Rowe
Single Lever Tap

BCA-TAP-PER-4341CP
Chrome tap with swinging neck and 
hot & cold mixer. Suits the countertop 
washstands.

Neptune
Double Lever Tap

BCA-TAP-S3H
Chrome tap. Suits undermount washstands.

Lefroy
Double Lever Tap

BCA-TAP-LEF-WL1220
Chrome tap. Suits undermount washstands.

Lefroy
Wall Tap

BCA-TAP-LEF-WL1212
Chrome tap. Suits countertop washstands.

220mm

240mm

140mm

BaThroom Safe WaLL LIGhTS expLaIned

a year of development has gone into making  a bathroom 

lamp that retains its practicality while providing 

elegance and style. our new lamp provides an Ip44 

rating meaning it meets with the strictest standards in 

terms of safety.

WhaT IS an Ip raTInG?

Ip rating stands for ‘Ingress protection’ and is always 

followed by 2 characters. These 2 numbers refer to 

the level of protection (from water, steam, dust) and it 

is important that you choose fittings with the correct 

rating according to where they are to be sited within the 

bathroom. The higher the Ip rating the more protected 

the light is. Ip44 is the most common Ip rating used 

in bathroom lighting and can be used anywhere in a 

bathroom except directly over the bath or inside the 

shower area .

Brunswick
Wall Light

BRU-LIG-WAL
Chrome light with linen shade. This light 
has an IP44 rating which means its safe for 
bathroom use.

finishing touches

Somerton
Willow Basket 21x28x28

SOML-BKT-008

Somerton
Willow Basket 46x28x28

SOML-BKT-006

Somerton
Willow Basket 39x39x55

SOML-BKT-009

Somerton
Willow Pair of Log Baskets

SOML-BKT-002

280mm

210mm
280mm

280mm

460mm
280mm

550mm

390mm
390mm

520mm

630mm

540mm

670mm

 Sturdy, elegant and built to last
 Practical throughout the home

Why choose me?

New
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dId you knoW ThaT We are WhoLe 

home specialists with a particular passion 

for beautiful, practical, well made furniture 

with excellent value? We design and 

make everything! That is rare but we love 

developing our ideas for the whole house. So 

from bedroom to garden, we have it covered. 

please contact your local neptune specialist 

for a copy of our latest brochures, Garden, 

Interior, kitchen and accessories.

Neptune, Blagrove, Swindon, Wiltshire SN5 8YG

t : +44 (0) 1793 427300  e : info@neptune.com

Now available online at

neptune.com

neptune.com

Fabulous 
Accessories

neptune.com

Fabulous Accessories - Spring/Sum
m

er 2013

£

£

Interior / Kitchen / Garden 

Lydiard Fields, Great Western Way, Swindon, Wiltshire SN5 8UY

t : +44 (0) 1793 881144   f : +44 (0) 1793 881155   e : info@neptune.co.uk

www.neptune.co.ukSpring/Summer 2012

www.neptune.co.uk

Stunning Gardens
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neptune.com

Handmade 

Interiors

H
andm

ade Interiors - Spring/Sum
m

er 2013

Neptune, Blagrove, Swindon, Wiltshire SN5 8YG

t : +44 (0) 1793 427300  e : info@neptune.com

Now available online at

neptune.com

£

£

Please see our other brochures too!
Kitchen, Interior, Garden & Accessories

You can view all of our brochures online at neptune.com

Like us on Facebook and keep up to date with the latest  
news, competitions and offers.

neptune.com

Handmade 

Interiors

Please see our other brochures too!

neptune.com

H
andm

ade K
itchens - Autum

n/W
inter 2012

neptune.c
om

Handmade 

Kitch
ens

Neptune, blagrove, swindon, w
iltshire sN5 8YG

t : +
44 (0) 1793 427300  e : in

fo@neptune.com

neptune.c
om

£

£

Did you know?
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Neptune, Blagrove, Swindon, Wiltshire SN5 8YG

t : +44 (0) 1793 427300  e : info@neptune.com

Now available online at
neptune.com


